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What have we covered?



The fundamentals



Dependent Events

Conditional Probability 
P(fruit = apple | bin = red) = 2 / 8

12 1. INTRODUCTION

give us some important insights into the concepts we have introduced in the con-
text of polynomial curve fitting and will allow us to extend these to more complex
situations.

1.2. Probability Theory

A key concept in the field of pattern recognition is that of uncertainty. It arises both
through noise on measurements, as well as through the finite size of data sets. Prob-
ability theory provides a consistent framework for the quantification and manipula-
tion of uncertainty and forms one of the central foundations for pattern recognition.
When combined with decision theory, discussed in Section 1.5, it allows us to make
optimal predictions given all the information available to us, even though that infor-
mation may be incomplete or ambiguous.

We will introduce the basic concepts of probability theory by considering a sim-
ple example. Imagine we have two boxes, one red and one blue, and in the red box
we have 2 apples and 6 oranges, and in the blue box we have 3 apples and 1 orange.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.9. Now suppose we randomly pick one of the boxes
and from that box we randomly select an item of fruit, and having observed which
sort of fruit it is we replace it in the box from which it came. We could imagine
repeating this process many times. Let us suppose that in so doing we pick the red
box 40% of the time and we pick the blue box 60% of the time, and that when we
remove an item of fruit from a box we are equally likely to select any of the pieces
of fruit in the box.

In this example, the identity of the box that will be chosen is a random variable,
which we shall denote by B. This random variable can take one of two possible
values, namely r (corresponding to the red box) or b (corresponding to the blue
box). Similarly, the identity of the fruit is also a random variable and will be denoted
by F . It can take either of the values a (for apple) or o (for orange).

To begin with, we shall define the probability of an event to be the fraction
of times that event occurs out of the total number of trials, in the limit that the total
number of trials goes to infinity. Thus the probability of selecting the red box is 4/10

Figure 1.9 We use a simple example of two
coloured boxes each containing fruit
(apples shown in green and or-
anges shown in orange) to intro-
duce the basic ideas of probability.

Red bin Blue bin
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Figure 5.3 The
average incline of a
function f between
x0 and x0 + �x is
the incline of the
secant (blue)
through f(x0) and
f(x0 + �x) and
given by �y/�x.�y
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vector calculus is one of the fundamental mathematical tools we need in
machine learning. Throughout this book, we assume that functions are
differentiable. With some additional technical definitions, which we do
not cover here, many of the approaches presented can be extended to
sub-differentials (functions that are continuous but not differentiable at
certain points). We will look at an extension to the case of functions with
constraints in Chapter 7.

5.1 Differentiation of Univariate Functions

In the following, we briefly revisit differentiation of a univariate function,
which may be familiar from high school mathematics. We start with the
difference quotient of a univariate function y = f(x), x, y 2 R, which we
will subsequently use to define derivatives.

Definition 5.1 (Difference Quotient). The difference quotient difference quotient

�y

�x
:=

f(x + �x) � f(x)

�x
(5.3)

computes the slope of the secant line through two points on the graph of
f . In Figure 5.3, these are the points with x-coordinates x0 and x0 + �x.

The difference quotient can also be considered the average slope of f
between x and x + �x if we assume f to be a linear function. In the limit
for �x ! 0, we obtain the tangent of f at x, if f is differentiable. The
tangent is then the derivative of f at x.

Definition 5.2 (Derivative). More formally, for h > 0 the derivative of f derivative

at x is defined as the limit
df

dx
:= lim

h!0

f(x + h) � f(x)

h
, (5.4)

and the secant in Figure 5.3 becomes a tangent.

The derivative of f points in the direction of steepest ascent of f .

c�2019 M. P. Deisenroth, A. A. Faisal, C. S. Ong. To be published by Cambridge University Press.
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computes the slope of the secant line through two points on the graph of
f . In Figure 5.3, these are the points with x-coordinates x0 and x0 + �x.

The difference quotient can also be considered the average slope of f
between x and x + �x if we assume f to be a linear function. In the limit
for �x ! 0, we obtain the tangent of f at x, if f is differentiable. The
tangent is then the derivative of f at x.

Definition 5.2 (Derivative). More formally, for h > 0 the derivative of f derivative

at x is defined as the limit
df

dx
:= lim

h!0

f(x + h) � f(x)

h
, (5.4)

and the secant in Figure 5.3 becomes a tangent.

The derivative of f points in the direction of steepest ascent of f .
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where we used the power series representations power series
representation

cos(x) =
1X

k=0

(�1)k
1

(2k)!
x
2k
, (5.26)

sin(x) =
1X

k=0

(�1)k
1

(2k + 1)!
x
2k+1

. (5.27)

Figure 5.4 shows the corresponding first Taylor polynomials Tn for n =
0, 1, 5, 10.

Remark. A Taylor series is a special case of a power series

f(x) =
1X

k=0

ak(x � c)k (5.28)

where ak are coefficients and c is a constant, which has the special form
in Definition 5.4. }

5.1.2 Differentiation Rules

In the following, we briefly state basic differentiation rules, where we
denote the derivative of f by f

0.

Product rule: (f(x)g(x))0 = f
0(x)g(x) + f(x)g0(x) (5.29)

Quotient rule:
✓
f(x)

g(x)

◆0

=
f
0(x)g(x) � f(x)g0(x)

(g(x))2
(5.30)

Sum rule: (f(x) + g(x))0 = f
0(x) + g

0(x) (5.31)

Chain rule:
�
g(f(x))

�0
= (g � f)0(x) = g

0(f(x))f 0(x) (5.32)

Here, g � f denotes function composition x 7! f(x) 7! g(f(x)).

Example 5.5 (Chain rule)
Let us compute the derivative of the function h(x) = (2x + 1)4 using the
chain rule. With

h(x) = (2x + 1)4 = g(f(x)) , (5.33)
f(x) = 2x + 1 , (5.34)
g(f) = f

4
, (5.35)

we obtain the derivatives of f and g as

f
0(x) = 2 , (5.36)

g
0(f) = 4f3

, (5.37)
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where we used the power series representations power series
representation

cos(x) =
1X

k=0

(�1)k
1

(2k)!
x
2k
, (5.26)

sin(x) =
1X

k=0

(�1)k
1

(2k + 1)!
x
2k+1

. (5.27)

Figure 5.4 shows the corresponding first Taylor polynomials Tn for n =
0, 1, 5, 10.

Remark. A Taylor series is a special case of a power series

f(x) =
1X

k=0

ak(x � c)k (5.28)

where ak are coefficients and c is a constant, which has the special form
in Definition 5.4. }

5.1.2 Differentiation Rules

In the following, we briefly state basic differentiation rules, where we
denote the derivative of f by f

0.

Product rule: (f(x)g(x))0 = f
0(x)g(x) + f(x)g0(x) (5.29)

Quotient rule:
✓
f(x)

g(x)

◆0

=
f
0(x)g(x) � f(x)g0(x)

(g(x))2
(5.30)

Sum rule: (f(x) + g(x))0 = f
0(x) + g

0(x) (5.31)

Chain rule:
�
g(f(x))

�0
= (g � f)0(x) = g

0(f(x))f 0(x) (5.32)

Here, g � f denotes function composition x 7! f(x) 7! g(f(x)).

Example 5.5 (Chain rule)
Let us compute the derivative of the function h(x) = (2x + 1)4 using the
chain rule. With

h(x) = (2x + 1)4 = g(f(x)) , (5.33)
f(x) = 2x + 1 , (5.34)
g(f) = f

4
, (5.35)

we obtain the derivatives of f and g as

f
0(x) = 2 , (5.36)

g
0(f) = 4f3

, (5.37)
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where we used the power series representations power series
representation

cos(x) =
1X

k=0

(�1)k
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(2k)!
x
2k
, (5.26)

sin(x) =
1X

k=0

(�1)k
1

(2k + 1)!
x
2k+1

. (5.27)

Figure 5.4 shows the corresponding first Taylor polynomials Tn for n =
0, 1, 5, 10.

Remark. A Taylor series is a special case of a power series

f(x) =
1X

k=0

ak(x � c)k (5.28)

where ak are coefficients and c is a constant, which has the special form
in Definition 5.4. }

5.1.2 Differentiation Rules

In the following, we briefly state basic differentiation rules, where we
denote the derivative of f by f

0.

Product rule: (f(x)g(x))0 = f
0(x)g(x) + f(x)g0(x) (5.29)

Quotient rule:
✓
f(x)

g(x)

◆0

=
f
0(x)g(x) � f(x)g0(x)

(g(x))2
(5.30)

Sum rule: (f(x) + g(x))0 = f
0(x) + g

0(x) (5.31)

Chain rule:
�
g(f(x))

�0
= (g � f)0(x) = g

0(f(x))f 0(x) (5.32)

Here, g � f denotes function composition x 7! f(x) 7! g(f(x)).

Example 5.5 (Chain rule)
Let us compute the derivative of the function h(x) = (2x + 1)4 using the
chain rule. With

h(x) = (2x + 1)4 = g(f(x)) , (5.33)
f(x) = 2x + 1 , (5.34)
g(f) = f

4
, (5.35)

we obtain the derivatives of f and g as

f
0(x) = 2 , (5.36)

g
0(f) = 4f3

, (5.37)
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such that the derivative of h is given as

h
0(x) = g

0(f)f 0(x) = (4f3) · 2
(5.34)
= 4(2x + 1)3 · 2 = 8(2x + 1)3 , (5.38)

where we used the chain rule (5.32) and substituted the definition of f
in (5.34) in g

0(f).

5.2 Partial Differentiation and Gradients

Differentiation as discussed in Section 5.1 applies to functions f of a
scalar variable x 2 R. In the following, we consider the general case
where the function f depends on one or more variables x 2 Rn, e.g.,
f(x) = f(x1, x2). The generalization of the derivative to functions of sev-
eral variables is the gradient.

We find the gradient of the function f with respect to x by varying one
variable at a time and keeping the others constant. The gradient is then
the collection of these partial derivatives.

Definition 5.5 (Partial Derivative). For a function f : Rn
! R, x 7!

f(x), x 2 Rn of n variables x1, . . . , xn we define the partial derivatives aspartial derivative

@f

@x1
= lim

h!0

f(x1 + h, x2, . . . , xn) � f(x)

h

...
@f

@xn
= lim

h!0

f(x1, . . . , xn�1, xn + h) � f(x)

h

(5.39)

and collect them in the row vector

rxf = gradf =
df

dx
=


@f(x)

@x1

@f(x)

@x2
· · ·

@f(x)

@xn

�
2 R1⇥n

, (5.40)

where n is the number of variables and 1 is the dimension of the image/
range/codomain of f . Here, we defined the column vector x = [x1, . . . , xn]>

2 Rn. The row vector in (5.40) is called the gradient of f or the Jacobiangradient

Jacobian and is the generalization of the derivative from Section 5.1.

Remark. This definition of the Jacobian is a special case of the general
definition of the Jacobian for vector-valued functions as the collection of
partial derivatives. We will get back to this in Section 5.3. }

We can use results
from scalar
differentiation: Each
partial derivative is
a derivative with
respect to a scalar.

Example 5.6 (Partial Derivatives Using the Chain Rule)
For f(x, y) = (x + 2y3)2, we obtain the partial derivatives

@f(x, y)

@x
= 2(x + 2y3)

@

@x
(x + 2y3) = 2(x + 2y3) , (5.41)
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@f(x, y)

@y
= 2(x + 2y3)

@

@y
(x + 2y3) = 12(x + 2y3)y2

. (5.42)

where we used the chain rule (5.32) to compute the partial derivatives.

Remark (Gradient as a Row Vector). It is not uncommon in the literature
to define the gradient vector as a column vector, following the conven-
tion that vectors are generally column vectors. The reason why we define
the gradient vector as a row vector is twofold: First, we can consistently
generalize the gradient to vector-valued functions f : Rn

! Rm (then
the gradient becomes a matrix). Second, we can immediately apply the
multi-variate chain rule without paying attention to the dimension of the
gradient. We will discuss both points in Section 5.3. }

Example 5.7 (Gradient)
For f(x1, x2) = x

2
1x2 + x1x

3
2 2 R, the partial derivatives (i.e., the deriva-

tives of f with respect to x1 and x2) are

@f(x1, x2)

@x1
= 2x1x2 + x

3
2 (5.43)

@f(x1, x2)

@x2
= x

2
1 + 3x1x

2
2 (5.44)

and the gradient is then

df

dx
=


@f(x1, x2)

@x1

@f(x1, x2)

@x2

�
=

⇥
2x1x2 + x

3
2 x

2
1 + 3x1x

2
2

⇤
2 R1⇥2

.

(5.45)

5.2.1 Basic Rules of Partial Differentiation
Product rule:
(fg)0 = f 0g + fg0,
Sum rule:
(f + g)0 = f 0 + g0,
Chain rule:
(g(f))0 = g0(f)f 0

In the multivariate case, where x 2 Rn, the basic differentiation rules that
we know from school (e.g., sum rule, product rule, chain rule; see also
Section 5.1.2) still apply. However, when we compute derivatives with re-
spect to vectors x 2 Rn we need to pay attention: Our gradients now
involve vectors and matrices, and matrix multiplication is not commuta-
tive (Section 2.2.1), i.e., the order matters.

Here are the general product rule, sum rule, and chain rule:

Product rule:
@

@x

�
f(x)g(x)

�
=

@f

@x
g(x) + f(x)

@g

@x
(5.46)

Sum rule:
@

@x

�
f(x) + g(x)

�
=

@f

@x
+

@g

@x
(5.47)
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where we used the chain rule (5.32) to compute the partial derivatives.

Remark (Gradient as a Row Vector). It is not uncommon in the literature
to define the gradient vector as a column vector, following the conven-
tion that vectors are generally column vectors. The reason why we define
the gradient vector as a row vector is twofold: First, we can consistently
generalize the gradient to vector-valued functions f : Rn

! Rm (then
the gradient becomes a matrix). Second, we can immediately apply the
multi-variate chain rule without paying attention to the dimension of the
gradient. We will discuss both points in Section 5.3. }

Example 5.7 (Gradient)
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3
2 2 R, the partial derivatives (i.e., the deriva-

tives of f with respect to x1 and x2) are
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3
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2
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2
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and the gradient is then

df

dx
=
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@x1
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@x2

�
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⇥
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3
2 x

2
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2
2

⇤
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5.2.1 Basic Rules of Partial Differentiation
Product rule:
(fg)0 = f 0g + fg0,
Sum rule:
(f + g)0 = f 0 + g0,
Chain rule:
(g(f))0 = g0(f)f 0

In the multivariate case, where x 2 Rn, the basic differentiation rules that
we know from school (e.g., sum rule, product rule, chain rule; see also
Section 5.1.2) still apply. However, when we compute derivatives with re-
spect to vectors x 2 Rn we need to pay attention: Our gradients now
involve vectors and matrices, and matrix multiplication is not commuta-
tive (Section 2.2.1), i.e., the order matters.

Here are the general product rule, sum rule, and chain rule:

Product rule:
@

@x

�
f(x)g(x)

�
=

@f

@x
g(x) + f(x)

@g

@x
(5.46)

Sum rule:
@

@x

�
f(x) + g(x)

�
=

@f

@x
+

@g

@x
(5.47)
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@f(x, y)

@y
= 2(x + 2y3)

@

@y
(x + 2y3) = 12(x + 2y3)y2
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where we used the chain rule (5.32) to compute the partial derivatives.

Remark (Gradient as a Row Vector). It is not uncommon in the literature
to define the gradient vector as a column vector, following the conven-
tion that vectors are generally column vectors. The reason why we define
the gradient vector as a row vector is twofold: First, we can consistently
generalize the gradient to vector-valued functions f : Rn

! Rm (then
the gradient becomes a matrix). Second, we can immediately apply the
multi-variate chain rule without paying attention to the dimension of the
gradient. We will discuss both points in Section 5.3. }

Example 5.7 (Gradient)
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2 2 R, the partial derivatives (i.e., the deriva-
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3
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2
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5.2.1 Basic Rules of Partial Differentiation
Product rule:
(fg)0 = f 0g + fg0,
Sum rule:
(f + g)0 = f 0 + g0,
Chain rule:
(g(f))0 = g0(f)f 0

In the multivariate case, where x 2 Rn, the basic differentiation rules that
we know from school (e.g., sum rule, product rule, chain rule; see also
Section 5.1.2) still apply. However, when we compute derivatives with re-
spect to vectors x 2 Rn we need to pay attention: Our gradients now
involve vectors and matrices, and matrix multiplication is not commuta-
tive (Section 2.2.1), i.e., the order matters.

Here are the general product rule, sum rule, and chain rule:

Product rule:
@

@x

�
f(x)g(x)

�
=

@f

@x
g(x) + f(x)

@g

@x
(5.46)

Sum rule:
@

@x

�
f(x) + g(x)

�
=

@f

@x
+

@g

@x
(5.47)
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where we used the chain rule (5.32) to compute the partial derivatives.
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! Rm (then
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5.2.1 Basic Rules of Partial Differentiation
Product rule:
(fg)0 = f 0g + fg0,
Sum rule:
(f + g)0 = f 0 + g0,
Chain rule:
(g(f))0 = g0(f)f 0

In the multivariate case, where x 2 Rn, the basic differentiation rules that
we know from school (e.g., sum rule, product rule, chain rule; see also
Section 5.1.2) still apply. However, when we compute derivatives with re-
spect to vectors x 2 Rn we need to pay attention: Our gradients now
involve vectors and matrices, and matrix multiplication is not commuta-
tive (Section 2.2.1), i.e., the order matters.

Here are the general product rule, sum rule, and chain rule:

Product rule:
@

@x

�
f(x)g(x)

�
=

@f
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g(x) + f(x)

@g

@x
(5.46)

Sum rule:
@

@x

�
f(x) + g(x)

�
=

@f

@x
+

@g

@x
(5.47)
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where we used the chain rule (5.32) to compute the partial derivatives.
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! Rm (then
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5.2.1 Basic Rules of Partial Differentiation
Product rule:
(fg)0 = f 0g + fg0,
Sum rule:
(f + g)0 = f 0 + g0,
Chain rule:
(g(f))0 = g0(f)f 0

In the multivariate case, where x 2 Rn, the basic differentiation rules that
we know from school (e.g., sum rule, product rule, chain rule; see also
Section 5.1.2) still apply. However, when we compute derivatives with re-
spect to vectors x 2 Rn we need to pay attention: Our gradients now
involve vectors and matrices, and matrix multiplication is not commuta-
tive (Section 2.2.1), i.e., the order matters.

Here are the general product rule, sum rule, and chain rule:

Product rule:
@

@x

�
f(x)g(x)

�
=

@f

@x
g(x) + f(x)

@g

@x
(5.46)
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Chain rule:
@

@x
(g � f)(x) =

@

@x

�
g(f(x))

�
=

@g

@f

@f

@x
(5.48)

Let us have a closer look at the chain rule. The chain rule (5.48) resem-This is only an
intuition, but not
mathematically
correct since the
partial derivative is
not a fraction.

bles to some degree the rules for matrix multiplication where we said that
neighboring dimensions have to match for matrix multiplication to be de-
fined; see Section 2.2.1. If we go from left to right, the chain rule exhibits
similar properties: @f shows up in the “denominator” of the first factor
and in the “numerator” of the second factor. If we multiply the factors to-
gether, multiplication is defined, i.e., the dimensions of @f match, and @f

“cancels”, such that @g/@x remains.

5.2.2 Chain Rule

Consider a function f : R2
! R of two variables x1, x2. Furthermore,

x1(t) and x2(t) are themselves functions of t. To compute the gradient of
f with respect to t, we need to apply the chain rule (5.48) for multivariate
functions as

df

dt
=

h
@f
@x1

@f
@x2

i "@x1(t)
@t

@x2(t)
@t

#

=
@f

@x1

@x1

@t
+

@f

@x2

@x2

@t
, (5.49)

where d denotes the gradient and @ partial derivatives.

Example 5.8
Consider f(x1, x2) = x

2
1 + 2x2, where x1 = sin t and x2 = cos t, then

df

dt
=

@f

@x1

@x1

@t
+

@f

@x2

@x2

@t
(5.50a)

= 2 sin t
@ sin t

@t
+ 2

@ cos t

@t
(5.50b)

= 2 sin t cos t � 2 sin t = 2 sin t(cos t � 1) (5.50c)

is the corresponding derivative of f with respect to t.

If f(x1, x2) is a function of x1 and x2, where x1(s, t) and x2(s, t) are
themselves functions of two variables s and t, the chain rule yields the
partial derivatives

@f

@s
=

@f

@x1

@x1

@s
+

@f

@x2

@x2

@s
, (5.51)

@f

@t
=

@f

@x1

@x1

@t
+

@f

@x2

@x2

@t
, (5.52)
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Observe some data X = x1, ..., xn
<latexit sha1_base64="uXb6RcYPs450r4ZTCVMypVFMTJc=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q0vBRQlJFXQjFN24rGIf0MYwmUzaoZNJmJlIS+jejb/ixoUibv0Bd/6NSZuFth64cDjnXu69x40Ylco0v7XCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7p+8ftGUYC0xaOGSh6LpIEkY5aSmqGOlGgqDAZaTjjq4yv/NAhKQhv1OTiNgBGnDqU4xUKjl6uQsvYDJ2rBo0DKMGxw6fwlJ17FDYpxze3nslR6+YhjkDXCZWTiogR9PRv/peiOOAcIUZkrJnmZGyEyQUxYxMS/1YkgjhERqQXko5Coi0k9kvU1hNFQ/6oUiLKzhTf08kKJByErhpZ4DUUC56mfif14uVf24nlEexIhzPF/kxgyqEWTDQo4JgxSYpQVjQ9FaIh0ggrNL4shCsxZeXSbtuWCdG/ea00rjM4yiCI1AGx8ACZ6ABrkETtAAGj+AZvII37Ul70d61j3lrQctnDsEfaJ8/N3+XXw==</latexit>

xi 2 Rd
<latexit sha1_base64="hvMP8mJi0DY3s8koZv1E5qXOghU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF49V7Ac0sWw2m3bpZhN2N2IJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWaen3CmtG1/W6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/QUXEqCW2TmMey52NFORO0rZnmtJdIiiOf064/vs797iOVisXiXk8S6kV4KFjICNZGcp8GDLlMoLuHoDKo1uy6PQNaJk5BalCgNah+uUFM0ogKTThWqu/YifYyLDUjnE4rbqpogskYD2nfUIEjqrxsdvMUnRglQGEsTQmNZurviQxHSk0i33RGWI/UopeL/3n9VIeXXsZEkmoqyHxRmHKkY5QHgAImKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2MeUhOIsvL5NOo+6c1Ru357XmVRFHGY7gGE7BgQtowg20oA0EEniGV3izUuvFerc+5q0lq5g5hD+wPn8AqFOQxw==</latexit>

We assume this is a random draw (sample) 
from some parameterized distribution P✓

<latexit sha1_base64="ku/fJtRQSMHGItdbUoA6IPPChsI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2k3bpZhN2J0IJ/RdePCji1X/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVHJo8lrHuBMyAFAqaKFBCJ9HAokBCOxjfzvz2E2gjYvWAkwT8iA2VCAVnaKXHRj/r4QiQTfvlilt156CrxMtJheRo9MtfvUHM0wgUcsmM6Xpugn7GNAouYVrqpQYSxsdsCF1LFYvA+Nn84ik9s8qAhrG2pZDO1d8TGYuMmUSB7YwYjsyyNxP/87ophtd+JlSSIii+WBSmkmJMZ+/TgdDAUU4sYVwLeyvlI6YZRxtSyYbgLb+8Slq1qndRrd1fVuo3eRxFckJOyTnxyBWpkzvSIE3CiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj0VrwclnjskfOJ8/xemQ+w==</latexit>

Goal: find ✓
<latexit sha1_base64="VRbFNfU2yJrhxTioHNG9u2eQ22g=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3btZhN2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilVg9HHGm/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCORr/81RvELI24QiapMV3PTdDPqEbBJJ+WeqnhCWVjOuRdSxWNuPGz+bVTcmaVAQljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyZZW8m/ud1Uwyv/UyoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZm9TgZCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnagEo2BG/55VXSqlW9i2rt/rJSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBjSBwSM8wyu8ObHz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/pUWPLA==</latexit>

In MLE we pick 
✓MLE = argmax✓P (X|✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="KS+dP4MOjiQUlGf4IPkYhsmjQWw=">AAACIXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBD0EnajYC6CKIIHhQhGA0lYZiedZMjsg5leMaz7K178FS8eFMlN/BknyR7UWDBQXdVNT5cXSaHRtj+tmdm5+YXF3FJ+eWV1bb2wsXmrw1hxqPFQhqruMQ1SBFBDgRLqkQLmexLuvP7ZyL+7B6VFGNzgIIKWz7qB6AjO0EhuodLEHiBzkybCAyZXl+dpSo9pVjLV9dlDmrqTLlrdqz9O6L5bKNoleww6TZyMFEmGqlsYNtshj30IkEumdcOxI2yZFSi4hDTfjDVEjPdZFxqGBswH3UrGF6Z01yht2gmVeQHSsfpzImG+1gPfM50+w57+643E/7xGjJ1KKxFBFCMEfLKoE0uKIR3FRdtCAUc5MIRxJcxfKe8xxTiaUPMmBOfvydPktlxyDkrl68PiyWkWR45skx2yRxxyRE7IBamSGuHkibyQN/JuPVuv1oc1nLTOWNnMFvkF6+sb156khQ==</latexit>

P (X|✓) =
Y

i

P (xi|✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="RQCeB0FfPfleezVu8FgrLUwyx9Q=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAh1U5Iq6EYounFZwT6gCWEymbRDJw9mbsQS+wFu/BU3LhRx6we482+cthG09cDA4ZxzuXOPlwiuwDS/jIXFpeWV1cJacX1jc2u7tLPbUnEqKWvSWMSy4xHFBI9YEzgI1kkkI6EnWNsbXI799i2TisfRDQwT5oSkF/GAUwJackvlRqVzb0OfATnC59hOZOy7HDcqdy7/0XXKrJoT4Hli5aSMcjTc0qftxzQNWQRUEKW6lpmAkxEJnAo2KtqpYgmhA9JjXU0jEjLlZJNjRvhQKz4OYqlfBHii/p7ISKjUMPR0MiTQV7PeWPzP66YQnDkZj5IUWESni4JUYIjxuBnsc8koiKEmhEqu/4ppn0hCQfdX1CVYsyfPk1atah1Xa9cn5fpFXkcB7aMDVEEWOkV1dIUaqIkoekBP6AW9Go/Gs/FmvE+jC0Y+s4f+wPj4BtThmjk=</latexit>



Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Likelihood of N independent events:

<latexit sha1_base64="l/DHCkeC2h0DxIwAQSBlfi6S8R4=">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</latexit>

p✓ (xn) =
KY

k=1

✓
xn,k

k
<latexit sha1_base64="qj2KYw6zvGUIwpHY/Csap624zhI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qj2KYw6zvGUIwpHY/Csap624zhI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qj2KYw6zvGUIwpHY/Csap624zhI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="308eaHTzjRXEzH1u4jAvOVY4MdA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RJQePAG+tFa7ZYy1MPEH2nfQPVs=">AAAGInicfZRPb9MwFMA9WGGUARtXLhW7DKmq4m6s4TAJgSaQuIxp/1DTRY7z2kZNnOA4WzfLn4kvgMSn4ICEuHGFr4CTBtHEEY4UPfn93h/7PT8vCYNUWNa3lVu3V1t37q7da99ff/Dw0cbm+mkaZ5zCCY3DmJ97JIUwYHAiAhHCecKBRF4IZ97sda4/uwSeBjE7FtcJjCIyYcE4oEToLXfjg3QKJ0M+8UbS6u0NnmPb7lq9vo1tvKsF68UOHvRV4jpiCoJsz132rLPfcRIe+66c7WN18a6z0LmzCzl3JevOlFLuxpY2LlbHFHApbKFyHbqbq58dP6ZZBEzQkKTpEFuJGEnCRUBDUG0nSyEhdEYmMNQiIxGkI1mkrzoV7TEeyXHMBDBaMZMkSiMipsZmDqfVXTrVgYFXw5abI5l78SENJqxq5UWq3XZ8GOt6FJlJ3wszUPLozSslre7eThf3B6qGcPBLAttWV391YMIBWInYu128Z5tMkvEkhH+QlWN5NhwYXNE4igjzpXMJVA31/TjA0oxDfhDpeJHcwrpoBrxAtU2hbzvLyrmSZff8TdC5lHNVx66XsPygGro2oJsmXzcG9rEJWzRfQ/aimSZZA5sZbGZC3IB4PUNojAlJGoQxM84zXqKLPhmbQcMlpqxx7jLUj9wnhsdk2own08Bgj2qVOVJ5uywThE8iouvsxAlwImKeP7qrQEzDIApEKku9Mq0C9n8rra8HO1DVpsz/nicPlEFSLywas3p3ZodS7le5/JQN2IRXsUXhGsCkBpYXnJN63uH6dDOF034PWz383kJr6Al6irYRRgP0Er1Fh+gEUfQF/US/0O/Wp9bX1vfFZLy1Uo7Ix6iyWj/+AEcuQJE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RJQePAG+tFa7ZYy1MPEH2nfQPVs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6a7/5LVpSV6SrNupn8EZLjXw4AA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NRZgFrrwlSEtVu8MK5bhsaZoWWA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qj2KYw6zvGUIwpHY/Csap624zhI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qj2KYw6zvGUIwpHY/Csap624zhI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qj2KYw6zvGUIwpHY/Csap624zhI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qj2KYw6zvGUIwpHY/Csap624zhI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NRZgFrrwlSEtVu8MK5bhsaZoWWA=">AAAGLXicfZTNbtNAEIC3pYES/lo4conIpUhR5E1DYw6VqqIKJC6l6h+KU2ttTxwr9tqs123a1T4TL4DEU3BAQtwQN3gF1okRsddiLVmjmW9+dmd2nSQMUm4YX1dWb601bt9Zv9u8d//Bw0cbm49P0zhjLpy4cRizc4ekEAYUTnjAQzhPGJDICeHMmb7K7WeXwNIgpsf8OoFRRHwajAOXcKWyN94Lax5kyHxnJIzuzuAFNs2O0e2Z2MR9JRgvt/GgJxPb4hPgZGtm0+et3ZaVsNizxXQXy4u3rYXNnl6ImS1oZyqltDfaynm+WrqAC6GNinVob659srzYzSKg3A1Jmg6xkfCRIIwHbgiyaWUpJMSdEh+GSqQkgnQk5uXLVsl6jEdiHFMO1C25CRKlEeETTZnDaVnrTlRiYOW0hXIk8igepIFPy15OJJtNy4Ox6se8MuE5YQZSHL3el8Lo7Gx3cG8gKwgDryCwaXTUVwV8BkALxOx38I6pM0nGkhD+QUaO5dUwoHDlxlFEqCesS3DlUJ2PBTTNGOQbEZYTiTZWTdPgBap85vamtWycSVFMz98CrUsxk1XsegnLN6qgaw26qYt1o2Ef6rDF8NVUz+tpktWwmcZmOsQ0iFUrhNqckKRBGFNtP+Mlej4nYz1puMQUPc5DhuqSe0SLmEzq8WQSaOxRpTNHMh+XZYIwPyKqz1acACM8Zvmluwr4JAyigKeisEvdK6D/91L2arIDWR7K/O844kBqpOuE88Esn50+oS7zyly+yxrMZ2Vs0bgaMKmAxQHnpHrvcPV104XTXhcbXfyu397bL16+dfQUPUNbCKMB2kNv0CE6QS76jH6gX+h342PjS+Nb4/sCXV0pfJ6g0mr8/AMtLEIt</latexit>
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Maximum likelihood estimation
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(known as cross-entropy loss in neural net libraries)



Problems with MLE?

• Provides a point estimate; no notion of uncertainty 
around parameters 

• Does not naturally incorporate prior beliefs (maybe 
a pro, if you’re a frequentist?)



Graphical Model: Naive Bayes

<latexit sha1_base64="UgnBq44SaPoUUf5RaclWPIG346w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cdop8wwQ+R6JJudDH5a6Uw//O2w=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Uq9vFJSOHqGjtYJEx90qkDca9ww=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yqrmo9qlpuWOPMvHQkJwHVrgYTA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dSAwzQgzM2mfPwJQ6JKH+AQSRXc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZKSlnzyhzDhvnXivn69OoyNhKD4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Ot+R1CnHY23oNHKIvRpVfR1ZFt4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5aEhnAVokJ/REsLQTe+vKCoVvA4=">AAAF1nicfZRPb9MwFMC9scIo/zY4cpnohUM1JWPaepyGJjiOat0qNdXkOK+NNccJttOts8wNcUPc4MPwRfg2xGkkmjjCkaKn937vn/3sMGNUKs/7s7H5YKvz8NH24+6Tp8+ev9jZfXkp01wQGJGUpWIcYgmMchgpqhiMMwE4CRlchTfvrf1qAULSlF+oZQbTBM85nVGClVUFWUyvd3revleuPVfwK6GHqnV+vbv1O4hSkifAFWFYyonvZWqqsVCUMDDdIJeQYXKD5zApRI4TkFNdFmv2atYLf6pnKVfASc1N40QmWMWO0sKyriVxkRhEPW2lnGobJQJJ57zuFSam2w0imBUbV1amo5DlYPTww6nRXv/oXd8/ODYNREBUEf7A6xdfE5gLAF4hg8O+fzRwmSwXGYN/kGcxW40ADrckTRLMIx0sgJhJsT8BcJkLsI3oIEx0zzfGOPAKLXxKezdYN94ZrYNagcFC35kmtlzDbKMFtHSg+7ZY9w72uQ0LVAwKt1Sv2mmct7C5w+YuJBxINCuE1pyQScpS7vQzW6PLOZm5SdkaU52xDcmK2xhhJ2IWt+PFjXTYYeNkhsaOyzqBxTzBxTkHaQYCq1TYS3dLVcxoQpXUld24XpT/36uwN5OdmfpQ2n8Y6jPjkCRk5WDW986dUCKiOme7bMHmoo6tDq4FzBpgtcGWLN47v/m6ucLlwb7v7fufDnsnp9XLt41eozfoLfLRMTpBH9E5GiGCYvQd/US/OuPOl87XzrcVurlR+bxCtdX58ReAvCMC</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="W95L7lAblSHe8aOH35d6unPhuxg=">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</latexit>

Parameters Observed Variables
(value known)

Unobserved Variables
(value unknown)

<latexit sha1_base64="xWS/bKvnp2E0zuVBXDcz7UtGqZo=">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</latexit>
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Problems with 0/1 loss

 

More on Linear Models
1754440

Last time The perceptron

is ifw.x.IT
nesa.sbas

been moved into
1 otherwise w

Given training data x y we fit

This iteratively updating W when we

observed a mistake

Note That This assumes 0 1 loss

so all mistakes are Treated equally
We call the distance from W Xi To

The Separating plane The margin
0 1 loss

1 1I

e
wrong correct

signed margin

•  If we’re wrong by .0001 it is “as bad” as being 
wrong by .9999 

•  Because it is discrete, optimization is hard if the 
instances are not linearly separable



Smooth loss
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Idea: Introduce a “smooth” loss function to make optimization easier
Example: Hinge loss

0 1
This is just one possible loss function and
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For example we might use Hinge loss
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In addition to the loss function we often
want To keep the weight parameters
small to avoid Overfitting This is

accomplished w a Regularization Tem

RCW e.g
RCW 11Wh w

Greg
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Gradient descent



94 a course in machine learning

Algorithm 21 GradientDescent(F , K, h1, . . . )
1: z(0)  h0, 0, . . . , 0i // initialize variable we are optimizing
2: for k = 1 . . . K do
3: g(k)  rzF|z(k-1) // compute gradient at current location
4: z(k)  z(k-1) � h(k)g(k) // take a step down the gradient
5: end for
6: return z(K)

learning problems will be framed as minimization problems (trying
to reach the bottom of a ditch, rather than the top of a hill). There-
fore, descent is the primary approach you will use. One of the major
conditions for gradient ascent being able to find the true, global min-
imum, of its objective function is convexity. Without convexity, all is
lost.

The gradient descent algorithm is sketched in Algorithm 7.4.
The function takes as arguments the function F to be minimized,
the number of iterations K to run and a sequence of learning rates
h1, . . . , hK. (This is to address the case that you might want to start
your mountain climbing taking large steps, but only take small steps
when you are close to the peak.)

The only real work you need to do to apply a gradient descent
method is be able to compute derivatives. For concreteness, suppose
that you choose exponential loss as a loss function and the 2-norm as
a regularizer. Then, the regularized objective function is:

L(w, b) = Â
n

exp
⇥
� yn(w · xn + b)

⇤
+

l

2
||w||2 (7.13)

The only “strange” thing in this objective is that we have replaced
l with l

2 . The reason for this change is just to make the gradients
cleaner. We can first compute derivatives with respect to b:

∂L
∂b

=
∂

∂b Â
n

exp
⇥
� yn(w · xn + b)

⇤
+

∂

∂b
l

2
||w||2 (7.14)

= Â
n

∂

∂b
exp

⇥
� yn(w · xn + b)

⇤
+ 0 (7.15)

= Â
n

✓
∂

∂b
� yn(w · xn + b)

◆
exp

⇥
� yn(w · xn + b)

⇤
(7.16)

= �Â
n

yn exp
⇥
� yn(w · xn + b)

⇤
(7.17)

Before proceeding, it is worth thinking about what this says. From a
practical perspective, the optimization will operate by updating b  
b � h ∂L

∂b . Consider positive examples: examples with yn = +1. We
would hope for these examples that the current prediction, w · xn + b,
is as large as possible. As this value tends toward •, the term in the
exp[] goes to zero. Thus, such points will not contribute to the step.

Alg from CIML [Daume]



Now what about this NN
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Neural networks

Idea: Basically stack together a bunch of linear models.  

This introduces hidden units which are neither observations (x) nor 
outputs (y)

The challenge: How do we update weights associated with each node 
in this multi-layer regime?
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function.”
This is a remarkable theorem. Practically, it says that if you give

me a function F and some error tolerance parameter e, I can construct
a two layer network that computes F. In a sense, it says that going
from one layer to two layers completely changes the representational
capacity of your model.

When working with two-layer networks, the key question is: how
many hidden units should I have? If your data is D dimensional
and you have K hidden units, then the total number of parameters
is (D + 2)K. (The first +1 is from the bias, the second is from the
second layer of weights.) Following on from the heuristic that you
should have one to two examples for each parameter you are trying
to estimate, this suggests a method for choosing the number of hid-
den units as roughly bN

D c. In other words, if you have tons and tons
of examples, you can safely have lots of hidden units. If you only
have a few examples, you should probably restrict the number of
hidden units in your network.

The number of units is both a form of inductive bias and a form
of regularization. In both view, the number of hidden units controls
how complex your function will be. Lots of hidden units ) very
complicated function. As the number increases, training performance
continues to get better. But at some point, test performance gets
worse because the network has overfit the data.

10.2 The Back-propagation Algorithm

The back-propagation algorithm is a classic approach to training
neural networks. Although it was not originally seen this way, based
on what you know from the last chapter, you can summarize back-
propagation as:

back-propagation = gradient descent + chain rule (10.4)

More specifically, the set up is exactly the same as before. You are
going to optimize the weights in the network to minimize some ob-
jective function. The only difference is that the predictor is no longer
linear (i.e., ŷ = w · x + b) but now non-linear (i.e., v · tanh(Wx̂)).
The only question is how to do gradient descent on this more compli-
cated objective.

For now, we will ignore the idea of regularization. This is for two
reasons. The first is that you already know how to deal with regular-
ization, so everything you’ve learned before applies. The second is
that historically, neural networks have not been regularized. Instead,
people have used early stopping as a method for controlling overfit-
ting. Presently, it’s not obvious which is a better solution: both are



Clustering —> EM



Four Types of Clustering

1. Centroid-based (K-means, K-medoids)



Four Types of Clustering

2. Connectivity-based (Hierarchical)

Notion of Clusters: Cut off dendrogram at some depth



Four Types of Clustering

3. Density-based (DBSCAN, OPTICS)

Notion of Clusters: Connected regions of high density



Four Types of Clustering

4. Distribution-based (Mixture Models)

Notion of Clusters: Distributions on features



From K-Means —> Gaussian Mixture Models

μ1

μ2

μ3

Idea: Learn both means μk and covariances Σk

μ3 Σ3 μ2 Σ2

μ1 Σ1

Don’t just learn where the center of the cluster is, 
but also how big it is, and what shape it has.
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Assignment Update

“Hard EM” with Gaussians
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Parameter Updates

Gaussian Mixture Models
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Soft Assignment Update

Idea: Replace hard  
assignments with  
soft assignments 
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Topic Modeling

• Each topic is a distribution over words 
• Each document is a mixture over topics 
• Each word is drawn from one topic distribution

Generative model for LDA

gene     0.04

dna      0.02

genetic  0.01

.,,

life     0.02

evolve   0.01

organism 0.01

.,,

brain    0.04

neuron   0.02

nerve    0.01

...

data     0.02

number   0.02

computer 0.01

.,,

Topics Documents
Topic proportions and

assignments

• Each topic is a distribution over words
• Each document is a mixture of corpus-wide topics
• Each word is drawn from one of those topics

Topics
(shared)

Words in Document
(mixture over topics)

Topic Proportions
(document-specific)
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EM for topic models —> 
PLSA



EM for Word Mixtures (PLSA)

Generative model for LDA

gene     0.04

dna      0.02

genetic  0.01

.,,

life     0.02

evolve   0.01

organism 0.01

.,,

brain    0.04

neuron   0.02

nerve    0.01

...

data     0.02

number   0.02

computer 0.01

.,,

Topics Documents
Topic proportions and

assignments

• Each topic is a distribution over words
• Each document is a mixture of corpus-wide topics
• Each word is drawn from one of those topics

E-step: Update assignmentsGenerative Model

M-step: Update parameters



Latent Dirichlet Allocation
LDA as a graphical model

�d Zd,n Wd,n
N

D K
�k

↵ η

Proportions
parameter

Per-document
topic proportions

Per-word
topic assignment

Observed
word Topics

Topic
parameter

• Encodes our assumptions about the data
• Connects to algorithms for computing with data
• See Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning (Bishop, 2006).

(a.k.a. PLSI/PLSA with priors)



Estimation: Gibbs sampling



Extensions: Supervised LDASupervised LDA

�d Zd,n Wd,n
N

D

K
�k

�

Yd η, σ
2

1 Draw topic proportions ✓ | ↵ ⇠ Dir(↵).
2 For each word

• Draw topic assignment zn | ✓ ⇠ Mult(✓).
• Draw word wn | zn, �1:K ⇠ Mult(�zn

).
3 Draw response variable y | z1:N , ⌘, �2 ⇠ N

�
⌘>z̄, �2�, where

z̄ = (1/N)
P

N

n=1 zn.



Dimensionality 
reduction



Dimensionality reduction

Original Data (4 dims) Projection with PCA (2 dims)

Goal: Map high dimensional data onto lower-dimensional 
 data in a manner that preserves distances/similarities

Objective: projection should
“preserve” relative distances



Linear dimensionality reductionBasic idea of linear dimensionality reduction

Represent each face as a high-dimensional vector x 2 R361

x 2 R361

z = U>x

z 2 R10

5

Idea: Project high-dimensional vector  
onto a lower dimensional space



⇤ =

0
B@
�1

�2
. . .

�d

1
CA

Dimensionality reduction setup

Given n data points in d dimensions: x1, . . . ,xn 2 Rd

X = ( x1 · · · · · · xn ) 2 Rd⇥n

Want to reduce dimensionality from d to k

Choose k directions u1, . . . ,uk

U = ( u1 ·· uk ) 2 Rd⇥k

For each uj, compute “similarity” zj = u>j x

Project x down to z = (z1, . . . , zk)> = U>x
How to choose U?

Principal component analysis (PCA) / Basic principles 8

Data Orthonormal Basis
Dimensionality reduction setup

Given n data points in d dimensions: x1, . . . ,xn 2 Rd

X = ( x1 · · · · · · xn ) 2 Rd⇥n

Want to reduce dimensionality from d to k

Choose k directions u1, . . . ,uk

U = ( u1 ·· uk ) 2 Rd⇥k

For each uj, compute “similarity” zj = u>j x

Project x down to z = (z1, . . . , zk)> = U>x
How to choose U?

Principal component analysis (PCA) / Basic principles 8

dd

Eigenvectors of Covariance Eigen-decomposition 

Idea: Take top-k eigenvectors to maximize variance

In Sum: Principal Component Analysis



Probabilistic PCA

• If we define a prior over z then we can sample from 
the latent space and hallucinate images



Non-linear reduction



tochastic Neighbor Embedding CSNE

very low dim

Airn X y
very high dim

Define a conditional probability That
encodes similarity
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Auto-encoders



Figure credit: https://stackabuse.com/autoencoders-for-image-reconstruction-in-python-and-keras/

Auto-Encoders

https://stackabuse.com/autoencoders-for-image-reconstruction-in-python-and-keras/


CHAPTER 14. AUTOENCODERS

to the activations on the reconstructed input. Recirculation is regarded as more
biologically plausible than back-propagation, but is rarely used for machine learning
applications.

xx rr

hh

f g

Figure 14.1: The general structure an autoencoder, mapping an input x to an output

(called reconstruction) r through an internal representation or code h . The autoencoder

has two components: the encoder f (mapping x to h) and the decoder g (mapping h to

r).

14.1 Undercomplete Autoencoders

Copying the input to the output may sound useless, but we are typically not
interested in the output of the decoder. Instead, we hope that training the
autoencoder to perform the input copying task will result in h taking on useful
properties.

One way to obtain useful features from the autoencoder is to constrain h to
have smaller dimension than x. An autoencoder whose code dimension is less
than the input dimension is called undercomplete. Learning an undercomplete
representation forces the autoencoder to capture the most salient features of the

training data.

The learning process is described simply as minimizing a loss function

L , g f(x ( ( )))x (14.1)

where L is a loss function penalizing g(f (x)) for being dissimilar from x, such as
the mean squared error.

When the decoder is linear and L is the mean squared error, an undercomplete
autoencoder learns to span the same subspace as PCA. In this case, an autoencoder
trained to perform the copying task has learned the principal subspace of the
training data as a side-effect.

Autoencoders with nonlinear encoder functions f and nonlinear decoder func-
tions g can thus learn a more powerful nonlinear generalization of PCA. Unfortu-

506

Auto encoders

Design a network that consumes X and
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Denoising auto-encoders

L(x, g(f(x0)))
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• Self-supervision: A form of unsupervised learning 
in which the data itself provides the supervision

• Generally: Hide some aspect of the data, attempt 
to reconstruct it from the rest 

• Formulating “good” self-training objectives is an 
active area of research!

Self-supervision



Example: Colorizing
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Image example II: colourization
Train network to predict pixel colour from a monochrome input



Structured prediction



Structured output spaces

Source: http://cocodataset.org/

http://cocodataset.org/


Structured output spaces

Source: https://guillaumegenthial.github.io/sequence-tagging-with-tensorflow.html

https://guillaumegenthial.github.io/sequence-tagging-with-tensorflow.html
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17.2 Structured Perceptron

Let us now consider the sequence labeling task. In sequence labeling,
the outputs are themselves variable-length vectors. An input/output
pair (which must have the same length) might look like:

x = “ monsters eat tasty bunnies “ (17.12)

y = noun verb adj noun (17.13)

To set terminology, we will refer to the entire sequence y as the “out-
put” and a single label within y as a “label”. As before, our goal is to
learn a scoring function that scores the true output sequence y higher
than any imposter output sequence.

As before, despite the fact that y is now a vector, we can still de-
fine feature functions over the entire input/output pair. For instance,
we might want to count the number of times “monsters” has been
tagged as “noun” in a given output. Or the number of times “verb”
is followed by “noun” in an output. Both of these are features that
are likely indicative of a correct output. We might also count the num-
ber of times “tasty” has been tagged as a verb (probably a negative
feature) and the number of times two verbs are adjacent (again, prob-
ably a negative feature).

More generally, a very standard set of features would be:

• the number of times word w has been labeled with tag l, for all
words w and all syntactic tags l

• the number of times tag l is adjacent to tag l0 in the output, for all
tags l and l0

The first set of features are often called unary features, because they
talk only about the relationship between the input (sentence) and a
single (unit) label in the output sequence. The second set of features
are often called Markov features, because they talk about adjacent la-
bels in the output sequence, which is reminiscent of Markov models
which only have short term memory.

Note that for a given input x of length L (in the example, L =

4), the number of possible outputs is KL, where K is the number of
syntactic tags. This means that the number of possible outputs grows
exponentially in the length of the input. In general, we write Y(x) to
mean “the set of all possible structured outputs for the input x”. We
have just seen that |Y(x)| = Klen(x).

Despite the fact that the inputs and outputs have variable length,
the size of the feature representation is constant. If there are V words
in your vocabulary and K labels for a given word, the the number of
unary features is VK and the number of Markov features is K2, so

Designing features

Want to design �(x, y)
<latexit sha1_base64="/LiModH4T5OWsyK3xQgOgiGW6hs=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpSkCnosevFYwX5gG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOG0H/hxYMiXv033vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmeRFnStv2t1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHbRXGktAWCXkoux5WlDNBW5ppTruRpDjwOO14k5vM7zxSqVgo7nUSUTfAI8F8RrA20kM/GrPq0xlKTgflil2zZ0DLxMlJBXI0B+Wv/jAkcUCFJhwr1XPsSLsplpoRTqelfqxohMkEj2jPUIEDqtx0dvEUnRhliPxQmhIazdTfEykOlEoCz3QGWI/VopeJ/3m9WPtXbspEFGsqyHyRH3OkQ5S9j4ZMUqJ5YggmkplbERljiYk2IZVMCM7iy8ukXa8557X63UWlcZ3HUYQjOIYqOHAJDbiFJrSAgIBneIU3S1kv1rv1MW8tWPnMIfyB9fkDW2iQDQ==</latexit>

• # of times w gets label l (for all w, l) 
• # of times l is adjacent to l’ (for all l and l’)

Some possibilities
Unary

Markov
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Algorithm 40 StructuredPerceptronTrain(D, MaxIter)
1: w  0 // initialize weights
2: for iter = 1 . . . MaxIter do
3: for all (x,y) 2 D do
4: ŷ  argmaxŷ2Y(x) w · f(x, ŷ) // compute prediction
5: if ŷ 6= y then
6: w  w + f(x, y)� f(x, ŷ) // update weights
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for

10: return w // return learned weights

the total number of features is K(V + K). Of course, more complex
feature representations are possible and, in general, are a good idea.
For example, it is often useful to have unary features of neighboring
words like “the number of times the word immediately preceding a
verb was ’monsters’.”

Now that we have a fixed size feature representation, we can de-
velop a perceptron-style algorithm for sequence labeling. The core
idea is the same as before. We will maintain a single weight vector w.
We will make predictions by choosing the (entire) output sequence
ŷ that maximizes a score given by w · f(x, ŷ). And if this output se-
quence is incorrect, we will adjust the weights word the correct output
sequence y and away from the incorrect output sequence ŷ. This is
summarized in Algorithm 17.2

You may have noticed that Algorithm 17.2 for the structured per-
ceptron is identical to Algorithm 17.1, aside from the fact that in the
multiclass perceptron the argmax is over the K possible classes, while
in the structured perceptron, the argmax is over the KL possible out-
put sequences!

The only difficulty in this algorithm is in line 4:

ŷ argmax
ŷ2Y(x)

w · f(x, ŷ) (17.14)

In principle, this requires you to search over KL possible output se-
quences ŷ to find the one that maximizes the dot product. Except for
very small K or very small L, this is computationally infeasible. Be-
cause of its difficulty, this is often refered to as the argmax problem
in structured prediction. Below, we consider how to solve the argmax
problem for sequences.

17.3 Argmax for Sequences

We now face an algorithmic question, not a machine learning ques-
tion: how to compute the argmax in Eq 17.14 efficiently. In general,
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Algorithm 40 StructuredPerceptronTrain(D, MaxIter)
1: w  0 // initialize weights
2: for iter = 1 . . . MaxIter do
3: for all (x,y) 2 D do
4: ŷ  argmaxŷ2Y(x) w · f(x, ŷ) // compute prediction
5: if ŷ 6= y then
6: w  w + f(x, y)� f(x, ŷ) // update weights
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for

10: return w // return learned weights

the total number of features is K(V + K). Of course, more complex
feature representations are possible and, in general, are a good idea.
For example, it is often useful to have unary features of neighboring
words like “the number of times the word immediately preceding a
verb was ’monsters’.”

Now that we have a fixed size feature representation, we can de-
velop a perceptron-style algorithm for sequence labeling. The core
idea is the same as before. We will maintain a single weight vector w.
We will make predictions by choosing the (entire) output sequence
ŷ that maximizes a score given by w · f(x, ŷ). And if this output se-
quence is incorrect, we will adjust the weights word the correct output
sequence y and away from the incorrect output sequence ŷ. This is
summarized in Algorithm 17.2

You may have noticed that Algorithm 17.2 for the structured per-
ceptron is identical to Algorithm 17.1, aside from the fact that in the
multiclass perceptron the argmax is over the K possible classes, while
in the structured perceptron, the argmax is over the KL possible out-
put sequences!

The only difficulty in this algorithm is in line 4:

ŷ argmax
ŷ2Y(x)

w · f(x, ŷ) (17.14)

In principle, this requires you to search over KL possible output se-
quences ŷ to find the one that maximizes the dot product. Except for
very small K or very small L, this is computationally infeasible. Be-
cause of its difficulty, this is often refered to as the argmax problem
in structured prediction. Below, we consider how to solve the argmax
problem for sequences.

17.3 Argmax for Sequences

We now face an algorithmic question, not a machine learning ques-
tion: how to compute the argmax in Eq 17.14 efficiently. In general,
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Modeling Sequences

2.5. TRIGRAM HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS (TRIGRAM HMMS) 11

2.5.2 Independence Assumptions in Trigram HMMs

We now describe how the form for trigram HMMs can be derived: in particular, we
describe the independence assumptions that are made in the model. Consider a pair
of sequences of random variables X1 . . . Xn, and Y1 . . . Yn, where n is the length
of the sequences. We assume that each Xi can take any value in a finite set V of
words. For example, V might be a set of possible words in English, for example
V = {the, dog, saw, cat, laughs, . . .}. Each Yi can take any value in a finite set K
of possible tags. For example, K might be the set of possible part-of-speech tags
for English, e.g. K = {D, N, V, . . .}.

The length n is itself a random variable—it can vary across different sentences—
but we will use a similar technique to the method used for modeling variable-length
Markov processes (see chapter ??).

Our task will be to model the joint probability

P (X1 = x1 . . . Xn = xn, Y1 = y1 . . . Yn = yn)

for any observation sequence x1 . . . xn paired with a state sequence y1 . . . yn, where
each xi is a member of V , and each yi is a member of K.

We will find it convenient to define one additional random variable Yn+1, which
always takes the value STOP. This will play a similar role to the STOP symbol seen
for variable-length Markov sequences, as described in the previous lecture notes.

The key idea in hidden Markov models is the following definition:

P (X1 = x1 . . . Xn = xn, Y1 = y1 . . . Yn+1 = yn+1)

=
n+1Y

i=1

P (Yi = yi|Yi�2 = yi�2, Yi�1 = yi�1)
nY

i=1

P (Xi = xi|Yi = yi)(2.5)

where we have assumed that y0 = y�1 = *, where * is a special start symbol.
Note the similarity to our definition of trigram HMMs. In trigram HMMs we

have made the assumption that the joint probability factorizes as in Eq. 2.5, and in
addition we have assumed that for any i, for any values of yi�2, yi�1, yi,

P (Yi = yi|Yi�2 = yi�2, Yi�1 = yi�1) = q(yi|yi�2, yi�1)

and that for any value of i, for any values of xi and yi,

P (Xi = xi|Yi = yi) = e(xi|yi)

We now describe how Eq. 2.5 is derived, in particular focusing on indepen-
dence assumptions that have been made in the model. First, we can write

P (X1 = x1 . . . Xn = xn, Y1 = y1 . . . Yn+1 = yn+1)

= P (Y1 = y1 . . . Yn+1 = yn+1)⇥ P (X1 = x1 . . . Xn = xn|Y1 = y1 . . . Yn+1 = yn+1)

(2.6)

=
n+1Y

i=1

P (yi|yi�1)
nY

i=1

P (xi|yi)
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p(yi|yi�1)p(xi|yi)
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HMM

p(y|yi�1, x1, ..., xm, w) =
exp(w · �(x1, ..., xm, yi�1, yi))P

y02Y exp(w · �(x1, ..., xm, yi�1, y0))
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MEMM

permits richer representations!�
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The “label bias” problem

Figure from Awni Hannun, https://awni.github.io/label-bias/
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y02Y exp(w · �(x1, ..., xm, yi�1, y0))
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p(y|x) =
exp{

P
i s(yi, xi, yi�1)}P

y0 exp{
P

i s(y
0
i, xi, y0i�1)}
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MEMMs locally normalize, chain together transition probabilities: 

MEMMs vs CRFs

=
mY

i

p(yi|yi�1, x1, ...xm)
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CRFs globally normalize

p(y|x) =
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Fig. 2.3 Diagram of the relationship between naive Bayes, logistic regression, HMMs, linear-
chain CRFs, generative models, and general CRFs.

One perspective for gaining insight into the di↵erence between gen-
erative and discriminative modeling is due to Minka [80]. Suppose we
have a generative model pg with parameters ✓. By definition, this takes
the form

pg(y,x; ✓) = pg(y; ✓)pg(x|y; ✓). (2.10)

But we could also rewrite pg using Bayes rule as

pg(y,x; ✓) = pg(x; ✓)pg(y|x; ✓), (2.11)

where pg(x; ✓) and pg(y|x; ✓) are computed by inference, i.e., pg(x; ✓) =P
y pg(y,x; ✓) and pg(y|x; ✓) = pg(y,x; ✓)/pg(x; ✓).
Now, compare this generative model to a discriminative model over

the same family of joint distributions. To do this, we define a prior
p(x) over inputs, such that p(x) could have arisen from pg with some
parameter setting. That is, p(x) = pc(x; ✓0) =

P
y pg(y,x|✓

0). We com-
bine this with a conditional distribution pc(y|x; ✓) that could also have
arisen from pg, that is, pc(y|x; ✓) = pg(y,x; ✓)/pg(x; ✓). Then the re-
sulting distribution is

pc(y,x) = pc(x; ✓0)pc(y|x; ✓). (2.12)

By comparing (2.11) with (2.12), it can be seen that the conditional
approach has more freedom to fit the data, because it does not require

Figure from Sutton and McCallum, 2011


